
Chapter 552 

Thinking about the illness on my mother and remembering what Dr. Huang said last 

time, my heart only felt sour. 

She could only softly beg, “Tailor Feng, what happens between us is our business, it has 

nothing to do with my mother, even if I beg you, don’t embarrass her, let her come 

back, okay?” 

“She’s not well, she can’t really take it anymore, you can tell me what you want, I can 

oblige you as long as it doesn’t involve my mother.” 

The woman’s low, soft, pleading tone on the phone caused Tailor Feng’s eyes to darken 

and his face to slowly sink. 

He didn’t understand why now even though he already knew everything, Evelin didn’t 

need to hide anything from him, why would he hide his heart and his true thoughts and 

refuse to let him get close? 

In the past, he could have said that Evelin was rejecting him because he didn’t want him 

to know about these terrible past events of his, but now he clearly knew all about it 

already. 

She knew all her difficulties would be solved if she agreed to be with him, so why didn’t 

she? 

What was he holding out for? 

Tailor Feng knew that it was difficult to get Evelin to say this of her own accord, and 

these thoughts were something he couldn’t find out no matter what, which was why he 

was pushing her so hard and repeatedly. 

It’s just that she wants her to come forward to him with her deepest thoughts when she 

can’t retreat. 

He in no way believed that she really didn’t feel anything for herself, and in no way 

believed that she really liked that whatever Zhu Yi. 



A man like that…. 

Heh. 

He smirked at the thought. 

“Fine, if you want me to let my aunt back in, how about you promise me something in 

exchange?” 

Evelin nodded her head in a row, “Yes, you say.” 

She couldn’t think of anything right now but to get her mother back to her as soon as 

possible, without any accidents. 

On the other side, Tailor Feng obviously knew what she was thinking and coldly said, 

“Leave Zhu Yi and be my woman.I can give you anything he can give you.” 

This was a moment of silence across the room. 

Evelin stiffened, clenching her fingers so hard that she clenched her nails, almost sinking 

into the flesh. 

After a long time, she hissed, “Tailor Feng, why bother, there are so many women in this 

world, and so many people who like you, why do you just want to pester me? 

I just want to live a plain and simple life, can’t you just leave me alone?” 

Tailor Feng sneered, “If I say I can’t anymore, do you choose to say yes or no?” 

The other side was quiet for a long, half-hearted moment before she was heard 

lowering her voice. 

“Heh, what other choice do I have?” 

As soon as Tailor Feng heard her words, he knew she had agreed. 



He should have been happy, but for some reason he wasn’t happy at all at the sound of 

her self-deprecating voice. 

The hatred and reluctance in the other’s tone was something he couldn’t ignore. 

But in the end, in the end, he took a deep breath and said, “Okay, you come to Holy Pen 

Bridge Hospital, and someone will naturally pick you up when you get there.” 

When you finished, you just hung up the phone. 

After hanging up the phone, he stood quietly for a while, looking out the window at the 

lively and prosperous scene, and thought to himself, Yao Yao, you keep asking me to let 

you go, I’m not unwilling, but I let you go, and who will let me go? 

The pain and resignation that haunts the heart day and night, and the engraved 

Who will save him from the love and hate of his bones? 

Twenty minutes later. 

Evelin finally made it to St. Peter’s Bridge Hospital. 

Mother Kang didn’t know about what was going on between Evelin and Tailor Feng at 

this point, so she was still a little surprised when she saw her storm in. 

“Yoyo, what are you doing here?” 

When Evelin saw her mother leaning on the bed, she hurriedly walked over, first 

hurriedly checking her body up and down to make sure that there really wasn’t a single 

hair missing, then she put her mind at ease. 

Relieved at the same time, just can’t help but be angry. 

“Mom, why did you run out with someone without even saying hello to me?Do you have 

any idea how anxious I’ve been looking for you the last few days?” 

Konmu was stunned at her words. 



“It’s…you’re filming, aren’t you?I thought you were busy so I just…” 

“I’m busy and you can just run around with people?What if something happens?Do you 

know people well enough to go with them.” 

Seeing her in such a hurry, Kangmu’s strength weakened and she said somewhat 

grievously, “I… I’m quite familiar with him.” 

Evelin: “…….” 

Mother Kang was afraid that she was anxious to get angry, even smiled and explained: 

“I’m not also afraid that you’re worried, I don’t want to disturb your work, besides, Little 

Yi is not an outsider, we are thinking of waiting to move over, after settling down, wait 

until you are not busy and then tell you, anyway, it’s nothing, you, you don’t get angry.” 

I said, and took her hand. 

Evelin was so angry that her brain ached, but there wasn’t a single way to deal with her 

mother’s pettiness. 

In the end, she could only warn seriously, “This is the only time and the last time, no 

matter what happens from now on, all big and small matters should be decided only 

after asking me, especially not running around without permission, understand?” 

Cammie nodded her head like a chicken pecking on a stick. 

Only then did Evelin let her go, asked her current attending doctor, and headed out. 

St. Peter’s Bridge is a private hospital, not to mention in Kyoto, even in the whole of 

China, it is considered one of the top very high level hospitals. 

A popular saying on the internet is that St. Peter’s Bridge Hospital is the last barrier 

between people and death. 

But anyone with a serious and terminal illness wants to come here. 



If even the doctors here are helpless, that’s basically a death sentence, and there’s no 

need to go to the trouble and expense of going elsewhere, just pack up and go home 

and wait for time. 

Therefore, everyone trusts the place very much. 

But a place like this, with such cutting-edge medical technology, is not accessible to 

everyone. 

After all, with all the people in the world, there is only one hospital like this. 

There are so many monks that it’s impossible to take care of everyone. 

Most of the doctors here are genius scholars who like to study medicine carefully, and 

most of the geniuses are withdrawn or not very good-tempered, and not every patient 

is willing to be treated, so if you want to come here to see a doctor, you must be rich 

and powerful, and the human aspect is also a threshold. 

It wasn’t that Evelin hadn’t thought about sending her mother here before, but for one 

thing, without a heart supply, it was actually the same wherever she went. 

Even if the doctors here are great, they can’t create a heart out of thin air, let alone 

return a heart that has been in a patient for more than 10 years to its original state of 

health. 

Therefore, Evelin gave up on this option. 
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In fact, there’s another most important reason. 

That is, she knew that this was Feng’s property, and in disguise, Tailor Feng was the 

owner of the place. 

Since she didn’t want Tailor Feng to know too much about herself, she naturally 

wouldn’t take the initiative to bring her mother here. 



But none of that mattered now, all of her circumstances were already known to Tailor 

Feng, and her mother had come here, and since there was a better opportunity, she 

certainly wasn’t willing to let it go. 

So it was time to go to my mother’s new primary care doctor to find out what was going 

on over here. 

As for Kang’s mother’s condition, since Tailor Feng already knows about it, he will not 

ignore it. 

So as soon as the person was transferred, she was already arranged with the best 

doctors in the country and abroad as well as a team of medical professionals. 

The attending physician that Tailor Feng had assigned to her was a foreigner named y, 

who was an international authority in this area of cardiology. 

Previously, he wouldn’t admit this patient because he was eccentric and for some reason 

had a natural stereotype about women in the entertainment industry. 

This prejudice, though indifferent to ordinary people, was undoubtedly fatal to Evelin 

who was desperate for medical attention. 

Tailor Feng also knew this, which was why there was such a long delay in the middle of 

the day to pick up the person. 

He ended up reluctantly accepting under Tailor Feng’s coercion in the end, but Rao still 

didn’t look too good when Evelin went in to find out more about the situation. 

But it was in the spirit of the doctor’s duty to speak to her roughly. 

Evelin, being mindful of her mother’s situation and being unfamiliar with Y, didn’t notice 

the abnormality in the other party’s attitude. 

Kang’s mother lived over here, and there was no need to worry about any other 

problems, after all, Tailor Feng had prepared a professional medical team to take care of 

Kang’s mother. 

With so many professionals taking care of her, it’s hard to even think of a problem. 



Now if only we could find a safe source of heart supply, all problems would be solved. 

But rh-negative blood type hearts weren’t just hard to find, even Tailor Feng couldn’t 

find them in just a few days. 

But he has already contacted various international sources through his own means, and 

I’m sure the results will come soon. 

After hearing this, Evelin felt slightly relieved, thanked her and left. 

Back in the hospital room and chatting with her mother for a while, Kang’s mother was 

very interested in Tailor Feng and her affairs. 

But Evelin was reluctant to talk to her too much, so the few times Kang’s mother 

brought up the subject, she shrugged it off. 

As time went on, it was natural for Connie’s mother to see that she didn’t want to talk 

about it. 

Although she didn’t know why, it seemed to her that the young people were left to 

settle their own affairs, and it was not good for outsiders to interfere too much instead. 

So, Khamma didn’t say much. 

Because the crew had been pushing for it, this time Kang Ruo Yao had taken a leave of 

absence to come out, so after eating dinner with her mother, she was ready to go back. 

As she left, she held Kang’s mother’s hand to explain some of the things she needed to 

do in life, and as she looked at her mother, who was clearly looking better than before, 

she thought to herself that maybe it was for the best. 

Stay together, stay together, at least for the health of your mother, all worth it. 

After giving her account, she said goodbye to her mother. 

Walked out of the hospital and hitchhiked back to the set in a hurry. 



When I got back to the set, before I had a chance to sit down for a sip of water, I heard 

People said someone came to visit her class. 

Evelin was surprised, wondering who would be here at this time. 

She walked out, only to find that the person who had come was Zhu Yi. 

At the sight of Zhu Yi, her heart thudded, remembering her agreement with Tailor Feng, 

and her face changed slightly. 

Walked over and said, “What are you doing here?” 

Zhu Yi, still unaware of the agreement between her and Tailor Feng, smiled, “I just 

happened to be passing by today, so I came to see you.” 

There was a pause before he followed up with, “By the way, how’s Auntie?Did you find 

it?” 

Evelin’s eyes were a bit shifty and she nodded, “Well, I found it.” 

Zhu Yi was finally relieved at the news and smiled, “Scared me to death, I thought 

something happened to auntie, knowing that you returned to the crew it was clear that 

there should be no big deal, but did not personally come over to see, it is ultimately 

unsettling, since auntie is fine.” 

Evelin was silent, not knowing what to say. 

In the face of Zhu Yi’s concern, her feelings were incomparably complicated, but she had 

no words to say. 

The game asked again, “By the way, where did she transfer to?I’ll take the time to see 

her some other time.” 

Evelin turned away from his face, not quite daring to look at his sincere eyes, but just 

said with some guilt, “She’s fine, fine.” 



She clearly carried an evasive look, causing Zhu Yi to frown. 

“Yoyo, what’s wrong with you?Is there something I’m not doing right, why do I feel like 

you’re a little upset?” 

Evelin’s heart clenched, she really didn’t want to see Zhu Yi caring for her like this 

anymore. 

It would only make her feel more guilty. 

Therefore, she took a deep breath, summoned the courage to turn to Zhu Yi and said, 

“It’s nothing, it’s good that you’re here today, it’s just that I have something to say to 

you, let’s talk somewhere else.” 

Afterwards, he turned and walked the other way. 

Zhu Yi was slightly startled, and he didn’t know if it was his illusion, he always felt that 

there was something strange about Evelin today, the eyes kept flickering, obviously a 

sign of a guilty conscience, as if there was something important he was hiding from 

himself. 

But he didn’t say much in the end and followed Evelin to the lounge on the other side. 

In the lounge, a few actors were now sitting in there taking a break to chat. 

After Evelin entered, she smiled at them somewhat apologetically, “Excuse me, my friend 

and I have something to talk about, can you give us your space for a few minutes?” 

Those actors were all unknown and usually had a good relationship with Evelin, and 

when they saw her bring in a young man, their gossipy souls were already burning 

brightly. 

It’s just that it hindered each other’s identity, plus some self-evident rules in this circle, 

so since the other party didn’t take the initiative to introduce themselves, it wasn’t too 

good to ask more. 

One of them even agreed, and nudged her on the way out, a big picture of gossip. 



There was even a whisper, Evelin is good oh, is a handsome little man, good 

development, be sure to treat us to happy candies later oh. 

That would mean something very obvious. 

Evelin was very embarrassed by the way they looked at her, but she was helpless. 

After all the people have left, only then pointed next to the sofa, to the game said: “sit 

down first, do you want a glass of water?I’ll pour it for you.” 

Zhu Yi waved his hand in a row, “No no no, I just came over to check on you, by the way, 

what was it you said you had something to say to me, did something happen?” 
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Evelin shook her head. 

“No.” 

She pursed her lips, appearing a little difficult, in fact, if not for Tailor Feng’s compulsion, 

she might not be able to say such cruel words to Zhu Yi for a long time. 

Only now, it must be said. 

Thinking this way, it took her half a moment before she finally did her mental 

construction and got up the courage to speak. 

“All games, I’m sorry, but I think it’s time to terminate our agreement.” 

Zhu Yi was fiercely shocked, never expecting Evelin to be talking to him about this 

matter. 

He looked at her almost incredulously, and after a long moment, he asked, “Why?” 

Evelin was guilt-ridden, after all, they were both friends and contractual, and she and he 

had clearly agreed in the beginning. 



Kang Loyo plays his girlfriend, helping him cope with the stresses of home, while he 

helps her take care of her mother and acts as her financial back-up so she has no 

worries and can focus on fighting for her career. 

At that time, Evelin’s fame wasn’t that great and her income wasn’t that much, and with 

He Si’s pestering, she simply couldn’t take care of herself and wasn’t able to take care of 

her mother wholeheartedly. 

Fortunately, Zhu Yi’s help and support had sustained him through that period of time, 

and now that she had everything stabilized and the situation had improved, to be so 

panicky and want to break the contract was like kicking someone out after using them 

to the fullest, how to think of it would make one feel angry and excessive. 

But there was nothing Evelin could do, she knew that if she didn’t do what Tailor Feng 

said, Tailor Feng would end up doing something unknown. 

The game has helped her so much, she does not want to let Tailor Feng target the game 

again because of this matter. 

A small Zhu family, even if they were powerful and influential, would not be a match for 

the Feng family. 

Here, she took a deep breath and said in a deep voice, “And there’s no reason why, it’s 

just that you also know my identity, after all, I’m a public figure and an entertainer, and 

since our relationship isn’t real, there’s no need to continue to maintain it, lest it will 

affect my career if it’s exposed one day in the future.” 

I said, and laughed bitterly, “As you know, my career didn’t come easy, and I don’t want 

it to be affected by any uncertainty.” 

She had tried so hard to make her words selfish, as if she really just didn’t care about 

Zhu Yi’s feelings at all. 

Because that was the only way to truly disappoint Zhu Yi and thus grant her request. 

However, Zhu Yi had known her for so long, so how could he not understand her as a 

person? 



Don’t even have to look him in the eye, just hear the words and not believe them. 

He shook his head and said, “I can’t believe you think that, what the hell happened to 

you?Tell me, as long as we can solve it together, I can help you solve it together, there 

have been so many storms, so much pain and hardship, we have also come together, 

right?Why are you giving up now?” 

Evelin looked at him, even though there were many intolerances in her heart, she could 

only suppress all of them at this moment. 

She frowned and said quietly, “I’m sorry!I’m grateful for what happened before, and now 

I’m sorry for you, but we really can’t go on from here.” 

However, Zhu Yi didn’t even listen to her about this, he suddenly reached out and held 

her shoulders, asking in pain, “I won’t!Yoyo, why?You have to give me an explanation, 

don’t you?It’s impossible. I’ll come and go if you want me to, right?Aren’t we the best of 

friends?Didn’t you say that no matter what happens… 

Will you push me away?It’s our agreement, how can you betray the agreement between 

us?” 

Evelin’s head was shaken by him and her heart was in great pain at this point. 

She also didn’t want to make things like this, but all these years when she was in the 

most pain, it had always been Zhu Yi who had been there for her. 

She didn’t want to make him feel bad either, but what could she do? 

She knew Tailor Feng’s personality too well, if she didn’t do what he said.Not to mention 

himself and his mother, even Zhu Yi would be angry with him. 

She already owed Zhu Yi a lot and couldn’t continue to owe him, much less drag him 

into this muddy pool of water. 

Thinking of this, she reached out and pushed Zhu Yi away. 



Then said seriously, “I’m sorry, for no other reason than I don’t want to continue, believe 

it or not, anyway, let’s see as little of each other as possible from now on, so behave 

yourself.” 

After saying that, she no longer dared to look at Zhu Yi, turned around and hurriedly 

left. 

The woman’s relentless back slowly disappeared from view until finally she was 

completely invisible. 

The door to the lounge slammed shut, as if it had also closed the door to his heart. 

Zhu Yi stood there, his entire body somewhat disoriented, and his face was even more 

pale without a trace of blood. 

It was a long time before he got up and walked out slowly. 

Outside, Evelin attracted a lot of attention when she came out. 

After all, Zhu Yi was a young man, and although people didn’t know his identity, they 

could tell from his dress as well as his temperament that he wouldn’t be the son of an 

ordinary family. 

It was assumed that they should also be some rich second generation or some company 

executive, so people actually had a lot of gossip about them both. 

But since Evelin had kicked them both out, they didn’t hear the two of them talking. 

But although there was no way to listen to what they were saying in the lounge, 

everyone was silently observing this side from a short distance around the outside, 

expecting that the two would stay inside for a long time, but I didn’t expect that it was 

only a few short minutes before Evelin came out and didn’t look too good. 

Then a moment later, the young man also came out, looking even worse, as if he had 

lost his soul for a moment. 

Everyone couldn’t help but look at each other for a moment, and what had been a bit of 

gossip in their hearts instantly turned into curiosity. 



Someone whispered, “What’s wrong with the two of them?Did you have a fight?” 

The other guy shook his head, “Who knows?” 

That’s when the assistant director came over. 

In response, he clapped his hands and shouted, “Hey hey hey, what are you guys 

doing?No more filming, just get over here.” 

That’s when the crowd dispersed. 

And the other side. 

Evelin was relieved to learn that Zhu Yi had left the crew. 

After clearing this matter with Zhu Yi, Evelin was able to put down a big stone in her 

heart. 

The rest of the day was spent not thinking about it, but fully concentrating on the shoot. 

Because it’s a short drama of only 24 episodes, the shooting cycle is relatively short, only 

three months. 

She had thought that Tailor Feng would find her soon, but surprisingly Tailor Feng 

hadn’t looked for her once in these three months 

 


